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       Many a chuckle was had at the Catholic Church’s expense when newly anointed 
Pope Francis I revealed his face was actually a mask, and that the 76-year-old Argentine 
was actually Jocelyn Narayan, 31, a lesbian Buddhist from Seattle, Washington.

       “Hah! You should see the looks on your faces!” Narayan said, laughing as the crowd 
gathered in front of  the Vatican recoiled in shock.  “This mask was, like, seventy dollars, 
but it was sooooo worth it.”

         Narayan proceeded to show the crowd her vagina while reciting the eightfold path, 
which caused several cardinals present to burst into tears.  “Oh, don’t start crying yet,” 
Narayan said, gesturing for her partner, Sadie Wilkins, to step out of  the crowd and join 
her on the papal balcony. “I haven’t even started giving proclamations yet.”

          While Narayan refused to give us a statement, Cardinal Turkman, one of  the 
frontrunners for Benedict’s vacant papacy, made a dire prediction.  “This will be a 
catastrophe,” the Cardinal said.  “She says she’s going to order the church to endorse 
gay marriage, start selling Vatican art and donating the proceeds to charity, and lift the 
church ban on distributing birth control.  I can only hope she’s bluffing.”

by SS

    After a tour of  campus on Sunday, an inspector from the Multnomah County Health & 
Safety Department has concluded that the institution of  Reed College is a danger to stu-
dents’ mental health, and needs to be closed immediately. Citing a bizarre culture isolated 
from the wider world, its bubble effect exacerbated by notoriously heavy workloads, Dr. 
Frank Hutchinson stated in a letter to President John Kroger and the Board of  Trustees 
that the school is “unfit to carry out its mission of  preparing students for life beyond 
its borders,” and will cause those in its community to become “insular, incestuous and 
estranged from reality.”

    “I mean, I saw people walking around in wizard hats,” the letter read.

     Dr. Hutchinson was originally called in to investigate anonymous complaints about 
indoor smoking, sparking fears that the Pool Hall would be closed and a frenzy of  cleaning 
to avoid a serious fine from the county. The anonymous callers who inadvertently began 
the whole process--one of  whom reportedly sounded like Gary Granger doing a falsetto, 
the other of  whom sounded like Gary Granger doing a really bad Mexican accent--could 
not be reached for comment.   

     The Health Department’s decision has come under fire from Reed alumni, many of  
whom have posted angry editorials on the Quest website arguing that they are productive 
members of  society, and that all of  the other writers at their DIY zines agree that they’re 
perfectly well-adjusted. Nevertheless, President Kroger has assented to the county’s wishes, 
claiming that Reed’s culture is “behind the times” and that “we need to face reality and real-
ize that we’re not above the wider community and its values. It’s a new world out there.”

by SS

Health Inspector Announces Shutdown of Reed College

Catholic Church: “We Got Punked.”

    According to a press release from the President’s office:

• The school’s assets will be liquidated immediately. On the plus side, that does mean 
the endowment will no longer be invested in fossil fuel companies.

• Most of  campus will be bulldozed and replaced with an office complex. The complex 
will likely be occupied by Wieden + Kennedy, which is reportedly relocating from 
downtown because they “really like the creative vibe” of  Southeast at the moment.

• The PAB, still under construction, will be purchased by the city with the proceeds 
from the new arts tax. The rest of  the proceeds have been set aside by Charlie Hales’s 
administration to repair the expected graffiti damage from ex-Reedies continuing to 
Sharpie an “ST” at the end of  the building’s name.

• Eliot will be converted into an “Olde Reed Museum”, containing relics such as the 
first-ever Sallyport couch and the embalmed body of  Stanley Moore. There will be a 
gift shop, which will sell Canyon Otter plushies.

• The professors are to be auctioned off  to the highest bidder.

    The county has provided sufficient funds to transfer all current Reed students to Lewis 
& Clark. “L&C serves as a model example that a university need not be structured in a way 
that promotes mental wellness issues,” noted Dr. Hutchinson in his letter, obviously not 
having read the Lewis & Clark Confessions page on Facebook.

A Storm is coming... by BC

It turns out the new pope has a vagina, and also likes vaginas. 

(The aforementioned storm is a ruggedly handsome construction worker)

     Former Democratic vice presidential candidate and Independent senator from Con-
necticut Joe Lieberman made waves when he announced that he would be joining conserva-
tive think-tank American Enterprise Institute in order to win fifty dollars from his friend 
Bill, who bet that Lieberman couldn’t be a bigger dick than he already was.

     “I tell you, it took me quite a while to think of  how to do it,” Lieberman said at the 
conference, sensually rubbing the fifty-dollar bill he won on his face.  “I mean, I’m obvi-
ously a dick when it comes to foreign policy stuff, and I already support censoring video 
games in lieu of  actually solving problems.  But then I realized what to do, and just about 
hit myself: I can keep doing what I already do, but for more money and with no account-
ability! Genius!”

     “I was confident he had hit the bottom of  the barrel already,” Bill, a middle-aged grocer 
and Lieberman’s friend, confided to The Pamphlette afterwards, “but he sure proved me 
wrong.  I was just going to spend that fifty on Call of  Duty: Black Ops for my son anyway, 
which is part of  the reason why Joe wanted the money so bad, I think.”

Joe Lieberman Wins Bet

Lieberman responds to the prospect that he can be just as awful as ever, 
but with a much higher salary. 


